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Sex chromosome dosage compensation (SCDC) overcomes gene-dose imbal-
ances that disturb transcriptional networks, as when ZW females or XY males
are hemizygous for Z/X genes. Mounting data from non-model organisms
reveal diverse SCDCmechanisms, yet their evolution remains obscure, because
most informative lineages with variable sex chromosomes are unstudied. Here,
we discovered SCDC in turtles and an unprecedented thermosensitive SCDC in
eukaryotes. We contrasted RNA-seq expression of Z-genes, their autosomal
orthologues, and control autosomal genes in Apalone spinifera (ZZ/ZW) and
Chrysemys picta turtles with temperature-dependent sex determination (TSD)
(proxy for ancestral expression). This approach disentangled chromosomal con-
text effects on Z-linked and autosomal expression, from lineage effects owing to
selection or drift. Embryonic Apalone SCDC is tissue- and age-dependent, regu-
lated gene-by-gene, complete in females via Z-upregulation in both sexes (Type
IV) but partial and environmentally plastic via Z-downregulation in males
(accentuated at colder temperature), present in female hatchlings and a weakly
suggestive in adult liver (Type I). Results indicate that embryonic SCDCevolved
with/after sex chromosomes in Apalone’s family Tryonichidae, while co-opting
Z-gene upregulation present in the TSD ancestor. Notably, Apalone’s SCDC
resembles pygmy snake’s, and differs from the full-SCDC of Anolis lizards
who share homologous sex chromosomes (XY), advancing our understanding
of how XX/XY and ZZ/ZW systems compensate gene-dose imbalance.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Challenging the paradigm in sex
chromosome evolution: empirical and theoretical insights with a focus on
vertebrates (Part II)’.
1. Introduction
Dosage compensation (DC) is paramount in medicine, development, and evol-
ution, because gene regulatory systems in multicellular eukaryotes that underlie
development work in a dosage-dependent manner, and their disruption induces
suboptimal rather than adaptive phenotypes, including disease states. This dis-
ruption can occur during sex chromosome evolution because the heterogametic
sex chromosomes (Y or W in XX/XY and ZZ/ZW systems, respectively) often
degenerate over time when reduced recombination induces the loss or functional
disruption of their genes [1]. Consequently, XY males would carry one functional
copy of X-genes and XX females two copies (vice versa in ZW systems). The ensu-
ing transcriptional imbalance can disturb genetic networks [2] and may induce
the production of maladaptive or lethal phenotypes [3], unless a mechanism re-
establishes expression equity [1]. Adjustments to gene-dose imbalance can occur
not only at the transcriptional level but also at the translational and post-transla-
tional level, e.g. by the regulation of protein translation or degradation [4]. Here,
we focus on DC via transcriptional regulation. DC balances sex-linked and auto-
somal gene activity in XY males (or ZW females) [5,6] by bringing transcription
towards ancestral levels present before sex chromosomes evolved, and as a
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Figure 1. Classic examples of sex chromosome dosage compensation in animals. Transcription levels in the absence of DC (a), steps in the process of global DC in
mammals (b), Drosophila (c) and Caenorhabditis elegans (d ), and how they balance transcription beween the sexes, and between autosomes and the X chromo-
somes. (e) Birds and lepidopterans exemplify local DC.
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secondary consequence, balances X- or Z-gene expression
between the sexes [7–9]. Sex-chromosome-to-autosome compen-
sation impacts individual fitness more strongly [10] and
should be targeted by natural selection, whereas male-to-
female compensation probably evolves indirectly [8]. Hereafter,
we will refer to sex-chromosome-to-autosome compensation as
‘sex chromosome dosage compensation’ (SCDC) following
[7], and to male-to-female compensation as ‘male-to-female
expression balance’ (MFEB) instead of ‘dosage balance’ sensu
[7], to avoid confusion with balance in gene copy number. In
the systems thus far studied, SCDC may balance virtually the
entire sex chromosomes (global) or some genes only (local),
fully (male : female expression (M : F hereafter) = 1) or partially
(e.g. 1 >M : F > 2 for Z-linked gene expression in ZZ/ZW sys-
tems). Several types of SCDC have been identified. For a ZZ/
ZW system these types are the following (where Z and ZZ
indicate the expression of Z-linked loci in the heterogametic
and homogametic sex, respectively, and A denotes diploid
autosomal expression) [7].

Type I: complete (full) SCDC with MFEB regardless of ances-
tral expression (Z = ZZ =Ancestral; or Z = ZZ =A).

Type II: incomplete (partial) SCDC with MFEB (Z = ZZ <
Ancestral; or Z = ZZ <A).

Type III: incomplete SCDC without MFEB (Z < ZZ =Ances-
tral; or Z < ZZ =A).

Type IV: complete SCDC without MFEB (Z =Ancestral < ZZ;
or Z = A < ZZ).

Surprisingly, although SCDC impacts development,
genome evolution, and speciation [11,12], the full extent of
its diversity and evolution remain obscure. In vertebrates,
genotypic sex determination (GSD) via sex chromosomes
evolved numerous times independently from temperature-
dependent sex determination (TSD) [13,14], as in turtles
(e.g. [15–21]). However, whether these derived XX/XY and
ZZ/ZW sex chromosomes have evolved SCDC and lost all
ancestral environmental plasticity remains unexplored, hin-
dering our understanding of the functional importance and
diversity of SCDC, and precluding a critical test of the
purported inevitable evolution of SCDC across the tree of life.

The ultimate drivers of these differences remain enig-
matic, as are the proximate mechanisms inducing similar
SCDC levels among lineages (figure 1). For instance, global
SCDC in XX/XY mammals involves two steps: first, one
female-X is inactivated [5], and then the active X in both
sexes is over-transcribed [22] (figure 1) (although X-inacti-
vation may have evolved after male X-upregulation [6]). By
contrast, global SCDC in Drosophila involves over-transcrip-
tion of the male-X exclusively [23]. The two-step global
SCDC in XX/XO Caenorhadbitis elegans differs from mam-
mals: first, the male-X and both hermaphrodite-Xs are over-
transcribed, and then both hermaphrodite-Xs are downregu-
lated [2]. Initial studies reported local SCDC in birds and
Lepidoptera [24–26] (both ZZ/ZW) via the over-transcription
of some Z-linked genes in females; but later reanalysis and
new data revealed complete DC in several (but not all) Lepi-
dopterans [27–31]. While earlier observations suggested that
fundamental differences exist between XX/XY and ZZ/ZW
SCDC systems [2,32], later studies painted a more complex
picture (reviewed in [8,9]), even leading some to question
the very existence of SCDC [33–35]. This collective body of
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work underscores that while contrasting results were caused
partly by technical differences or phylogenetic effects,
undoubtedly, novel SCDC systems still await discovery. A
broader survey of the extent and mechanistic basis of this
diversity will ultimately unravel the mysteries of SCDC evol-
ution by shedding light on recalcitrant questions, such as
whether fundamental differences in SCDC exist between
ZZ/ZW and XX/XY systems, or whether global SCDC is
rarer in nature than previously appreciated [7,8,10].

Here, we explore SCDC for the first time in a still unstudied
vertebrate order, Chelonia, by examiningApalone spinifera (Apa-
lone hereafter), the spiny softshell turtle with heteromorphic
ZZ/ZW micro sex chromosomes [18]. This ZZ/ZW system is
shared by other softshell turtles, and arose at the split of the
family Trionychidae approximately 145 Ma (timetree.org)
[18,36], or perhaps earlier [37,38], recruiting the same ancestral
autosomes that evolved into the XX/XYofAnolis lizards, which
share homology to chicken chromosome 15 [39]. Substantial
degeneration may have accumulated in the W in that amount
of time. Consistently, Apalone’s W is larger owing to its higher
repeat content which includes an expanded nucleolar organiz-
ing region compared to the Z [18]. Interestingly, sex
chromosome evolution in Trionychidae involves the transloca-
tion of gonadal development genes (Sf1 and Foxl2) from their
autosomal ancestral location to the ZW in Apalone but not in
Pelodiscus sinensis turtles [40]. Our results show that SCDC
exists in turtles, varies by tissue and age, accentuates during
gonadal differentiation, and is thermosensitive despite the
lack of TSD in Apalone [41]—the first case of environmental
SCDC reported in eukaryotes to our knowledge. The sexually
dimorphic gene expression accompanying Apalone’s SCDC
was absent in Chrysemys picta (Chrysemys hereafter), the TSD
painted turtle lacking sex chromosomes [42]. This suggests
that SCDC evolved with or after the evolution of sex chromo-
somes in Apalone’s lineage. Remarkably, Apalone’s SCDC
agrees with that found in pygmy snakes (ZZ/ZW) but displays
a contrastingpattern to the complete SCDC found in theXX/XY
ofAnolis lizards, consistent with the existence of a fundamental
difference in the way that male- and female-heterogametic sex
chromosomes deal with gene-dose imbalance.
2. Methods
(a) Sample collection and RNA-seq
We use the softshell turtle A. spinifera (ZZ/ZW) (Trionychidae) to
test for DC in GSD turtles by testing for (i) sex-chromosome-to-auto-
some dosage compensation (SCDC), and for (ii) male-to-female
dosage compensation (MFEB). Additionally, we contrast A. spini-
fera’s gene expression pattern to that of a TSD turtle where dosage
imbalance is not a challenge. This approach follows current prac-
tices to study DC [7–9] where outgroup taxa serve as a proxy of
what may have been the ancestral gene expression pattern prior
to sex chromosome evolution [37]. Samples from Apalone’s closest
TSD relative, Carettochelys insculpta (Carettochelyidae) were not
available, but importantly, TSD in this monotypic lineage probably
evolved as a secondary trait [37,38] at the split of the two families
approximately 160 Ma [37], such that its expression pattern may
not represent a good proxy for the ancestral expression prior to
the evolution of sex chromosomes in softshell turtles. Given
(i) that all other Cryptodirans are equally distant phylogenetically
from Trionychidae, and (ii) that they split from Trionichidae
beforeGSDevolution in softshells,we choseC. picta for comparison,
a cryptodiranwith abundant genomic and transcriptional data that
parallel the data from Apalone. Hereafter, we may refer to C. picta
and A. spinifera by their genus name. Although Chrysemys is more
distantly related to Apalone (approx. 175 Myr divergence [37])
thanCarettochelys, they aremore closely related than the vertebrates
compared in previous studies of DC (e.g. where eutherian mam-
mals were compared to marsupials and birds [43,44], or lizards to
birds, mammals and frogs [45]). Thus, we tested whether DC may
have evolved with or after the evolution of sex chromosomes in
this lineage, by assuming cautiously that Chrysemys is representa-
tive of the ancestral autosomal expression (while recognizing that
evolution may accrue after lineages split from each other).

Weuse samples collected for a parallel study following [46–48]
which correspond to Chrysemys embryos reported in [49] plus
matched Apalone samples. Briefly, embryos were collected at
developmental stages 9, 12, 15, 19, and 22 (sensu [50]) from eggs
incubated at 26°C and 31°C, temperatures within the optimal
range for development in Apalone that correspond to male-
producing (MPT) and female-producing (FPT) temperatures for
Chrysemys, respectively. Total RNA was extracted from trunks
for stage 9, adrenal-kidney-gonad complex (AKG) for stages 12–
15, and gonads alone for stages 19–22, using RNeasy Kits
(Qiagen). At stage 9 the gonadal primordium cannot be separated
in the trunks, at stage 12 the genital ridge may be present in the
AKGs as in Trachemys scripta [51] and at stage 15 the gonads
could not be separated from the AK, lack distinctive internal struc-
ture in Apalone [52] and are bipotential in Chrysemys.

RNA was quantified using a NanoDrop1 ND-1000 Spectro-
photometer, and RNA quality was evaluated by the presence
of ribosomal RNA bands in agarose gels. The sex of Apalone
embryos was diagnosed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of
sex-linked markers [53], an unambiguous and simpler method
than the alternative quantitative PCR of rDNA repeats [54].
The sex of Chrysemys embryos is inferred from the incubation
temperature because 26°C only produces males and 31°C only
produces females in this population [46].

For Apalone, two RNA pools (biological replicates) per sex
were generated per stage and temperature by dividing embryos
of the same sex into two groups of similar or equal size (5–10
embryos per pool). For Chrysemys, two pools per temperature
per stage were obtained in the same fashion using 11–15 embryos
per pool. RNA-seq libraries were generated by adding the same
amount of total RNA per embryo to obtain 1ug RNA per library.
RNA libraries were sequenced using Illumina’s HiSeq 4000 with
150 bp paired-end reads, and a minimum of 42M reads were gen-
erated per library (average = 54M reads) from which at least 40M
clean reads were obtained (average 52M reads, for a 94–97%
retention rate per library).

Additionally, blood, liver, and gonadal tissue was collected
from three male and three female Apalone and Chrysemys hatchl-
ings, plus liver and gonads from three available Apalone adults
(two female and one male). RNA was extracted, and separate
RNA-seq libraries for each individual and tissue were sequenced,
as described above. Because hatchling and adult samples were
sequenced separately for each individual instead of in pools as
for the embryos, the hatchling/adult dataset and the embryonic
dataset were analysed separately.

Thus, our sampling permits the examination of DC in various
tissues (e.g. gonads, blood and liver of hatchlings), and the
effects of age (gonads at stage 19, stage 22 and post-hatchling),
temperature (embryonic tissues under colder and warmer incu-
bation conditions at five developmental stages) and in mixed
tissues (trunks and AKGs).

(b) Identification of Z-linked genes lacking
W-gametologues and selection of autosomal controls

To characterize the content of Apalone’s sex chromosomes, we first
identified putative scaffolds and genes in the non-recombining
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region of the Z chromosome (which potentially need DC) by read
depth variation [55] from the low-coverage genome sequencing of
one male and one female Apalone, using a single Illumina lane per
individual [53]. This procedure generated 334–365M paired-end
reads per individual (8 X–9 X coverage if a read pair is counted
only once when both reads from a pair mapped to a scaffold).
Our coverage compared positively with that used by [55], where
Z-linked genes were identified in snakes using only 50–140M
reads per sex [55]. Putative Z scaffolds/genes are expected to have
twice the readdepth inmales (ZZ) than in females (ZW),while auto-
somal genes and pseudoautosomal genes (in the recombining
region of the Z and W) should have the same read depth in both
sexes. We followed our previously described approach [53] with
somemodifications. Briefly, reads weremapped to the genome scaf-
folds of the Chinese softshell turtle P. sinensis (Pelodiscus hereafter)
[56], a GSD turtle in the same family Trionychidae as Apalone that
shares a homologous ZW/ZZ sex chromosome system [18], using
BOWTIE2 v. 2.2.6 [57] with default parameters, and the BAM file
was filtered to keep the uniquely mapped reads using SAMTOOLS

[58]. Restricting the search to the set of uniquely mapped reads fil-
ters out Z-genes that may have autosomal paralogs or W-linked
gametologues (which includes pseudoautosomal genes). Read
depth was calculated as reads per kilobase of transcript per million
mapped reads (RPKM) value using the BBMAP v.35.82 (Bushnell B.-
sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/). Using the genome reads of the
Apalone ZW female, Pelodiscus scaffolds/genes with zero coverage
were removed, as well as scaffolds/genes with extreme low (less
than 1/10×) or extreme high (greater than 10×) median coverage.
Scaffolds/genes from this subset with a relative ratio (RPKMfemale-

/median RPKMfemale) between 0 and 1 as determined using
MCLUST [59] were considered Z candidates (electronic supplemen-
tary material, figures S1a,b). These Z candidates were further
filtered by retaining scaffolds/geneswith a signal ratio ([(RPKMmale-

/median RPKMmale)/(RPKMfemale/median RPKMfemale)])≥ 1.5
(electronic supplementary material, figure S1b). This approach pro-
duced two datasets, one of candidate Z scaffolds (electronic
supplementary material, figure S1c) and one of candidate Z-genes
(electronic supplementary material, figure S1b) that are putatively
Z-linked. Importantly, only the intersection of both groups was con-
sidered further, that is, genes with a Z-like read depth that were
localized in Pelodiscus genome scaffolds with an overall Z-like read
depth, for a total of 245 Z-linked genes. Restricting the search to
the intersection of genes with Z-like signal located within candidate
Z scaffolds represents the second approach to filter out Z-geneswith
potential autosomal paralogues or with W-linked gametologues
(including pseudoautosomal genes).

Finally, we carried out a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
analysis to test for lack of heterozygosity in the putative Z-linked
genes in females (ZW), which is expected for hemizygous Z-genes
thatwere lost from theW,whereasZ-genes in the pseudo-autosomal
region should exhibit equal SNP levels in both sexes, and Z-genes
with W-gametologues should exhibit more SNPs in ZW females.
For this SNP analysis, we used the RNA-seq libraries from blood,
liver, and gonadal tissue collected from the Apalone hatchlings and
adults. Transcriptomes were assembled as described below. Genes
with W-gametologues were removed from further analysis.

To detect autosomal genes as controls to compare their
expression with that of Z-linked genes for the DC analysis, can-
didate autosomal genes and scaffolds were identified as those
with a 1 : 1 male : female read depth (electronic supplementary
material, figure S1c). A control dataset of 390 autosomal genes
was extracted at random from the set of putative autosomal
genes localized in putative autosomal scaffolds. Homologues of
these two sets of Apalone Z-linked and autosomal genes were
also extracted from the Chrysemys genome [60–62] where they
are all autosomal since this species lacks sex chromosomes [42].

Using the approach described above, we identified a
common set of 119 bona fide single copy Z-linked genes with no
W-gametologue (i.e. lacking SNPs in ZW females but with
SNPs in males) and 388 autosomal genes that were expressed
at RPKM> 0 at one or more stages in both taxa, and which
were retained for all downstream analysis. Results of all steps
in the identification of Z-linked and autosomal genes in Apalone,
and of homologues in Chrysemys are detailed in the electronic
supplementary material.

(c) Transcriptome assembly and target gene filtering for
expression analysis

To quantify the expression of the Z-linked and autosomal control
genes, we assembled transcriptomes using multiple approaches,
and extracted the best transcripts for the target genes as
described below. Reads from both species were quality filtered
and the adapter sequences were removed using TRIMMOMATIC

[63] prior to assembling them into species-specific de novo
transcriptomes using TRINITY (release 2013-02-25) [64].

(i) Embryonic Apalone transcriptome assembly
On top of our approach to identify bona fide single copy Z-linked
genes, and to further avoid the potentially confounding effect of
W-linked expression in our analysis of Z dosage compensation,
only male reads were used to assemble a reference embryonic
transcriptome as follows. First, using TRINITY [64] the reads
from all Apalone male libraries were combined prior to transcrip-
tome assembly ( pool-first assembly). Second, the male reads from
each of the five stages were assembled separately, and the five
resulting stage-specific assemblies were then combined ( pool-
last assembly). These two male transcriptomes ( pool-first and
pool-last assemblies) were combined and the transcripts were
then filtered to only retain the longest transcripts from all tran-
scripts/isoforms per gene. For this, CDHIT (http://cd-hit.org)
was used to remove duplicate transcripts with similarity greater
than or equal to 90%. Open reading frames (ORFs) longer than
200 bp were identified via whole transcriptome ORF prediction
using GENEIOUS 10.1.3 (https://www.geneious.com), and CDHIT

was used again to remove duplicated ORFs. Transcripts were
annotated by a BLAST search based on the Z-linked and autoso-
mal classification conducted above using the Pelodiscus genome
CoDing sequences (CDS) data to find all corresponding genes
in Apalone, retaining only the best hit with sequence coverage
greater than or equal to 50%. Transcripts of Z-linked and autoso-
mal genes in Apalone were searched against the final reference
transcriptome assembly with NCBI-BLASTN v.2.2.24+, using
the following parameters: –task blastn –dust no –evalue 1 ×
10−10, and only the transcripts with 50% coverage of the target
genes and a sequence similarity greater than 60% were con-
sidered as corresponding to Z-linked or autosomal genes. Two
other BLAST searches were conducted. One was a BLAST
search following [53] against the Z-like genome scaffolds of Apa-
lone with greater than or equal to 95% sequence identity and
coverage greater than or equal to 75% of a Z-like ORF. The
other was a BLAST search against chicken chromosome 15
genome scaffolds (Gallus_gallus-5.0 accession GCF_000002315.4
— GGA) with coverage greater than or equal to 75%, since
GGA-15 is homologous to the sex chromosomes of softshell tur-
tles, Pelodiscus and Apalone [39,65]. This final dataset was used as
the reference transcriptome against which trimmed reads were
mapped to assess gene expression as described below.

(ii) Post-hatching Apalone transcriptome assembly for single
nucleotide polymorphism analysis

SNP analysis was based on the RNA-seq libraries from blood,
liver, and gonads of hatchlings and adults. Transcriptomes
were assembled for each male library using TRINITY v. 2.6.6 [66]
with a kmer value of 32, and then merged and filtered using

http://cd-hit.org
http://cd-hit.org
https://www.geneious.com
https://www.geneious.com
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the Evidential gene pipeline [67] to remove redundancy, and
annotated with TRINOTATE [68] using P. sinensis [56] protein data-
base, selecting the isoforms for genes with the best bitscore when
blasted against the proteins. This final set of transcripts was used
as reference for SNP calling on each RNA-seq assembly using the
KISSPLICE [69] transcriptome SNP-calling workflow (KisSplice2R-
efTranscriptome v. 1.3.3) [70], filtering heterozygous SNPs from
the reported SNPs. Also, reads were mapped individually to
the reference transcriptome using GSNAP [71], and coverage
was calculated for each position of each transcript using BEDTOOLS

[72]. Plots of the SNP and coverage data were inspected manu-
ally to compare patterns of SNPs per gene across individuals,
to identify cases where SNPs were absent in a gene owing to
homozygosity and to filter out those due to low coverage.
Additionally, this reference transcriptome was used for gene
expression analysis of post-hatching samples.

(iii) Chrysemys transcriptome assembly
The full set of CDS sequences from the Chrysemys genome v. 3.0.1
[60] was used as reference to filter the transcriptomes of this TSD
turtle to extract the homologues of the Apalone (ASP) Z-linked and
autosomal control gene sets described above, which are all autoso-
mal in Chrysemys (CPI). Gene expression was calculated separately
for these twogene sets (Z-homologues andautosomal-homologues).

(d) Gene expression analysis
Trimmed reads were mapped to the reference de novo transcrip-
tome (containing the longest transcript/isoform) using BOWTIE2
[57]. Uniquely mapped reads were detected using SAMTOOLS

[58] and used to calculate the RPKM value by BBMAP (Bushnell
B.-sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/). The average expression
values of the replicates per sex, temperature and stage were
calculated and used in all downstream analyses.

To determine the existence and nature of DC in Apalone
several tests were conducted. First, we tested for SCDC
(i.e. sex-chromosome-to-autosome dosage compensation). For this,
we assessed whether Z-linked and autosomal genes were
expressed at similar levels in male and female Apalone embryos
incubated at cold and warm conditions at each developmental
stage, via ANOVA using residual randomization as implemented
in GEOMORPH v. 3.3.1 [73] package in R v. 3.3.2 [74]. RPKM values
were log2-transformed prior to this analysis to account for non-
normality. Similar comparisons were conducted for hatchling
and adult tissues.

Second, we tested for MFEB. For this, the male : female ratio
of RPKM gene expression values (M : F) for Apalone Z-linked
genes was calculated for each embryonic stage and temperature,
and for each tissue post-hatching. Given that Apalone ZZ males
carry two Z copies and ZW females carry one Z, an expression
ratio M : F = 2 indicates lack of male-to-female dosage compen-
sation, M : F = 1 indicates full compensation, and 1 >M : F < 2
indicate partial compensation. Because M : F RPKM ratios are
not normally distributed, ratios were log2-transformed such
that log2(M : F = 2) = 1, and log2(M : F = 1) = 0. For gene enrich-
ment and functional analyses of the Z-linked genes in Apalone,
the detailed annotation of those genes in the chicken genome
(GGA) was used to identify the gene function group from
DAVID v. 6.8 (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp). The distri-
bution of log2(M : F) values per stage and temperature
was inspected (average and variance) to assess the overall
levels of MFEB across Apalone’s Z (figure 2). We tested
whether the average log2(M : F) equal 1 (i.e. MFEB absent) or
lower (i.e. MFEB present) via ANOVA using residual randomiz-
ation as implemented in GEOMORPH v. 3.3.1 [73] package in R
v. 3.3.2 [74].

Additionally, differences in the distribution of M : F ratios
across developmental stages for each temperature were assessed
using ANOVA in R [74], followed by pairwise tests of differences
for which significance was calculated using permutation tests in
GEOMORPH. Because pairwise comparisons across all stages use
the residual error (mean square error) of the full factorial
ANOVA, which includes data from different tissue types, a
complementary t-test was implemented comparing stages with
the same tissue type exclusively (AKGs stage 12 versus 15, and
gonads stage 19 versus 22). Tests of disparity were implemented
in GEOMORPH and used to test for differences in variance in the
distribution of M : F ratios across stages within temperature
(electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

Third, we compared the expression of Apalone’s sex-linked
genes with their one-to-one orthologues in a TSD species that
diverged before the origin of the sex chromosomes in Trionychi-
dae. For this, we used the RDC index of [43] to assess the pattern
of change in current gene expression between males and females
in Apalone with respect to the expression levels in Chrysemys (for
whom dose balance is not a challenge — and cautiously used as
proxy for ancestral expression) (figure 2b). Specifically, RDC was
calculated as:

RDC ¼ (RPKMmaleASP=RPKMmaleCPI)
(RPKMfemaleASP=RPKMfemaleCPI)

:

A separate RDC index was calculated for Z-linked (RDC-Z) genes
and for the autosomal control gene set (RDC-AUTO). An RDC = 2
is expected if DC is absent because males carry two Zs and
females carry one Z, and RDC = 1 is expected under full DC.
(e) Test of global dosage compensation
To test for global DC during embryogenesis we also used a two--
prong approach. First, we tested the hypothesis that (a) the
distribution of log2(M : F) values shifted overall from one embryo-
nic stage to the next because all Z-linked genes changed expression
in the same direction and to the exact same degree (figure 4a),
versus the alternatives that (b) the log2(M : F) distribution shifted
due to gene-by-gene regulation in a similar but not identical
direction (figure 4b), or alternatively that (c ) the log2(M : F) distri-
bution shifted as a result of some genes changing little or nill in
their expression while others experienced drastic changes
(figure 4c). Under the first hypothesis, we should see no variance
in the change of expression across genes from one developmental
stage to the next (figure 4a), a pattern thatwould support the exist-
ence of strict chromosome-wide effects consistent with global
compensation. Under the second hypothesis, we would expect
to observe lower variance in the change of expression across
genes than expected by chance, and this gene-by-gene process
would result in an overall pattern that could appear somewhat
globally coordinated (figure 4b). Under the third hypothesis, we
should observe a large variance in the change of expression
across stages, and this patternwould support gene-by-gene effects
consistent with more restricted local compensation (figure 4c).
These hypotheses were tested via permutation in GEOMORPH

(stage 9 versus 12, 12 versus 15, 15 versus 19, and 19 versus 22),
where p-values < 0.05 indicate that the difference in the ratios is
smaller than expected by chance.

In our second approach, and in order to elucidate the onto-
geny and thermal sensitivity of the process of DC gene-by-
gene, we classified the M : F expression ratio of Z-linked genes
at each stage and temperature arbitrarily into three categories:
values of M : F < 1.25 were considered as indicative of full com-
pensation, M : F > 1.85 were considered as indicative of no
compensation, and intermediate values were considered as
indicative of partial compensation. We then examined visually
the expression across Z-linked genes to search for groups of
genes with qualitatively similar or contrasting DC patterns
across stages and temperatures and whether those patterns
were consistent or not within and among Z-linked genome

https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp
https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp
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scaffolds, thus potentially uncovering chromosomal strata that
differ in DC (figure 4d,e).
oyalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb
Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B
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3. Results
Here, we followed best practices and combined the three
approaches commonly used to study DC by:

(i) comparing Z-linked to autosomal expression within
Apalone;

(ii) contrasting Z-linked expression between the sexes
within Apalone;

(iii) contrasting the expression of Z-linked genes of Apalone
turtles (GSD) to their autosomal orthologues in a TSD
outgroup—Chrysemys (which serves as a proxy for
ancestral expression); and

(iv) using a common set of autosomal orthologues in both
taxa to control for neutral or adaptive expression diver-
gence caused by drift or natural selection.

Specifically, we analysed a common set of 119 single copy
Z-linked genes lacking W-linked or autosomal gametologues
and 388 randomly chosen autosomal control genes (and the
Chrysemys homologues of both sets of genes). All loci ana-
lysed exhibited gene expression (RPKM> 0) at one or more
embryonic stages in the developing tissue of both taxa. How-
ever, results were robust to various filtering methods (see the
electronic supplementary material for details).

Briefly, our sampling allowed us to examine the existence
of (i) tissue effects on SCDC (by comparing gonads, blood
and liver of hatchlings), (ii) age effects (by comparing
SCDC in gonads among stage 19 embryos, stage 22 embryos,
and hatchlings), (iii) temperature effects (by comparing DC in
embryos incubated at colder and warmer conditions at each
of five developmental stages), and (iv) SCDC in mixed tissues
(trunks and AKGs). These results are detailed below.

(a) Apalone’s sex chromosome dosage compensation is
thermosensitive, tissue- and age-dependent

ANOVA results revealed that Apalone’s average Z-expression
in female embryos matched that of autosomes, at both temp-
eratures and in all developmental stages, consistent with the
presence of complete SCDC ( p > 0.21 in all cases; figure 2a;
electronic supplementary material, table S1), instead of dis-
playing the lower than autosomal expression expected
under strict gene dosage effects from the hemizygous
Z. Surprisingly, however, average Z expression in male
embryos was significantly higher than autosomal expression
at all stages and both temperatures ( p < 0.01), except for stage
22 embryos at 26°C. Indeed, Z-expression at stages 9–15 in
Apalone males doubled the expression in females at 26°C,
and did approximately so at 31°C (M : F = 1.75–2.1). These
results suggest that Z-linked genes were upregulated in
embryos of both sexes, which yielded Z-to-autosome parity
(SCDC) in females, but Z-to-autosome imbalance in the
trunks and AKGs of developing males during early embryo-
genesis. Gene expression was generally lower in gonads of
both sexes at stages 19–22 than in other tissues from earlier
stages, both for autosomal and Z-linked genes. But impor-
tantly, Z-linked expression at stage 19 dropped more in
males than in females, and this male reduction was accentu-
ated under colder conditions (26°C) at stage 22, when Z-
linked and autosomal expression did not differ significantly
( p = 0.089) (figure 2a). These observations are consistent
with a secondary SCDC via downregulation of male-Z
expression in the developing gonad with respect to tissues at
earlier stages (or with a less pronounced upregulation of the
male-Z in the gonad alone).

By contrast, parity of Z-to-autosome expression post-hatch-
ing was detected only in gonads and liver of female
hatchlings (t-test p-values > 0.06; figure 3a), whereas
Z-expression was higher than autosomal levels in all other
tissues of hatchling and adult male and female Apalone, and
in Chrysemys hatchlings (t-test p-values < 0.04; figure 3a).
This suggests the presence of SCDC in female hatchling
gonads and liver. Importantly, Z-upregulation with respect
to autosomal expression was greater in male than in female
Apalone in all cases except in adult liver where Z-genes
were equally upregulated compared to autosomal genes in
both sexes (figure 3a).
(b) Male-to-female expression balance analyses support
the presence of Apalone’s dosage compensation but
mask male Z-upregulation

As expected, the distributionofM : F values forautosomal genes
centred around 1 (log2(M : F)≤ 0), reflecting overall expression
balance in both sexes (or a slight female-bias) (figure 2c; elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S2a and table S2). For Z-
linked genes the M : F distribution centred around 2 (average
log2(M : F)≈ 1, t-test p-values > 0.05; electronic supplementary
material, table S3) at stage 9 (trunks) and stages 12–15 (AKGs)
under 26°C and at stages 12 (AKGs) and 19 (gonads) under
31°C (figure 2c; electronic supplementary material, figure S2a
and table S2), showing no MFEB in these tissues. At all other
stages M : F expression was significantly less male biased (aver-
age log2(M : F) < 1, t-test p-values < 0.05; electronic
supplementary material, tables S2 and S3), particularly at
stages 19 and 22 (gonads) under 26°C. Indeed, at 26°C, average
M : F = 1.77 at stage 19 andM : F = 1.3 at stage 22 (figure 2c; elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S2a and table S2),
indicative of a directional tendency towards MFEB (DC accent-
uation) at colder temperatures later in development, in a tissue
that typically lacks DC [7,55]. Male-to-female compensation
appears incomplete, however, because all average log2(M : F)
remain significantly different from zero (t-test p-values = 2.2 ×
10−16; electronic supplementary material, table S3), and signifi-
cantly different from autosomal log2(M : F) (electronic
supplementary material, table S4). Unlike in Apalone, both
gene sets in Chrysemys displayed a M : F distribution centred
around 1 (log2(M : F)≈ 0; (figure 2c)), indicating equivalent
expression between the sexes irrespective of tissue type
(figure 2c; electronic supplementary material, figure S2b and
table S2), which also indicates equivalent expression between
26°C and 31°C since these temperatures produce only males
and only females in Chrysemys, respectively.

ANOVA tests showed significant changes (p < 0.05) in the
distribution of M : F expression ratios across the five embryo-
nic stages and tissues examined in Apalone, which were
further characterized in post hoc pairwise tests (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S5). Because such differences may
be attributable to variation in tissue type among some stages
or to developmental stage itself in other cases, a complemen-
tary test was implemented comparing the mean expression
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ratios between stages with the same tissue type exclusively
(AKGs at stage 12 versus 15, and gonads at stage 19 versus
22). M : F ratios differed significantly between stages 12 and
15 AKGs at 31°C (but not 26°C), and between stages 19
and 22 gonads at both temperatures (electronic supplemen-
tary material, table S6), revealing the effect of age and
environmental conditions on DC in Apalone embryos.

The variance and dispersion of the log2(M : F) distributions
(figure 2c; electronic supplementary material figure S2c
and tables S7 and S8) revealed disparity in expression values
and sex-specific expression in all gene sets for Apalone, affected
by temperature and stage. Namely, the variance in log2(M : F)
was lower and steady in trunks and AKGs across stages 9–15,
but increased in the gonadal tissue at stages 19–22, particularly
under 31°C, and more so for autosomal genes. The variance of
log2(M : F) was lower and steadier across stages 9–15 in
Chrysemys than in Apalone, and lesser for Z-homologues than
for autosomal homologues (electronic supplementary material,
figure S2d, tables S7 and S8).

Similar to the embryos, comparing male to female
expression ratios between Z-linked and autosomal genes
post-hatching also yields a different picture on DC than
examining Z-to-autosome expression within each sex.
Namely, average log2(M : F) post-hatching values were stat-
istically similar between Z-linked and autosomal genes in
adult gonads (another measure of SCDC compensation),
but differed in adult liver and all hatchling tissues (figure 3b).
Additionally, t-tests results comparing log2(M : F) to zero (M :
F = 1) revealed that only Apalone adult liver exhibited MFEB
(log2(M : F) = 0; figure 3c) and thus suggested the presence
of post-hatching male-to-female DC, whereas in all other
tissues gene expression lacked MFEB. Results for adults
are based on only one adult male and two adult females
available, and thus should be interpreted with caution.
(c) Gene expression in temperature-dependent sex
determination outgroup illuminates sex
chromosome dosage compensation evolution

Next, we used the RDC index [43] to test for SCDC [7], by test-
ing whether the putative compensation involved changes in
M : F expression in Apalone (current) from the levels across
stages of the exact same genes in an autosomal context,
using the TSD counterpart, Chrysemys. This approach exam-
ines whether ancestral expression levels of Z-linked genes
are maintained compared to autosomal expression in ZW
females (SCDC present) [7]. An RDC = 2 (i.e. log2(RDC)≈ 1)
was expected under no SCDC and RDC = 1 (i.e. log2(RDC)≈
0) was expected under perfect SCDC. Results resembled
those observed for Apalone M : F ratios examined separately.
Namely, after accounting for expression in the TSD outgroup,
Apalone exhibited slight or no SCDC in mixed tissues of trunks
and AKGs at stages 9–15 (i.e. RDC≈ 1.7–2), whereas SCDC
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strengthened (albeit remaining partial, i.e. RDC≈ 1.25–1.5) in
the gonadal tissue from stage 19 to 22, especially at 26°C
(figure 2b; electronic supplementary material, tables S9–S11).
Likewise, autosomal control genes exhibited approximate
parity between the sexes after accounting for ancestral
expression at all stages and temperatures (i.e. RDC≈ 0.8–1.2)
(figure 2b; electronic supplementary material, tables S9–S11).
F-tests comparing mean RDC between stages with the same
tissue type did not change for autosomal genes, but significant
differences were detected in the mean RDC of Z-linked genes
that were not detected when pairwise comparisons included
all five stages, uncovering a significant change from no
SCDC in AKGs at stage 12 towards partial compensation at
stage 15 (figure 2b; electronic supplementary material, tables
S11 and S12). Similar to these observations in embryos, the
RDC results revealed the same pattern as the MFEB analysis,
i.e. a lack of SCDC in hatchling gonad and liver (figure 2d).

(d) Z regulation is a local affair yielding some global
effects

Third, we investigated if the apparent downregulation of male-
Z is global (chromosome-wide), by examining the change of
expression gene-by-gene in Apalone between consecutive
stages. We observed lower variance (albeit > 0) than expected
by chance (permutation test p≤ 0.0012 in all cases), suggesting
that expression shifted somewhat concordantly along the Z
(figure 4a–c). We then examined the pattern overtime of
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Z-genes classified into arbitrary categories as ‘fully compensated’
(M : F < 1.25), ‘not compensated’ (M : F > 1.85), or ‘partially com-
pensated’ (1.25 <M : F < 1.85) (figure 4d,e). This qualitative test
revealed a single gene under full compensation irrespective of
stage or temperature (CRKL); two larger groups that progressed
from little/no compensation at earlier stages towards full
(group 1 in figure 4d) or partial compensation (group 2 in
figure 4d) at 26°C, butwhich oscillated and reached a lesser com-
pensation at 31°C; and a small groupwith no clear compensation
pattern (group 3 in figure 4d). CRKL is a genewhose ontology is
associated with urogenital development and the activity of
MAPK, which itself is linked to sexual development and exhibits
thermosensitive expression in Chrysemys embryos and sexually
dimorphic methylation in Chrysemys hatchlings [47,75]. The
observation that adjacent genes within Z-scaffolds belong to
different expression groups (figure 4e) suggests a gene-by-gene
regulatory mechanism that yields an average pattern resembling
global compensation overall (figure 4b).
 oc.B

376:20200101
4. Discussion
Burgeoning data from non-model taxa is expanding our under-
standing of the diversity and evolution of SCDC mechanisms.
Here, we discovered the first case of SCDC in turtles, and to
our knowledge, the unprecedented case of a thermosensitive
SCDC system in eukaryotes, which opens the door for the
study of environmental SCDC throughout the tree of life.

(a) Evidence for dosage compensation in Apalone
turtles and comparative analysis

SCDC studies (i) compare sex-linked and autosomal
expression within species, (ii) compare M : F sex-linked
expression within species, or (iii) contrast expression between
sex-linked genes in focal taxa and autosomal-homologues in
other species [7,9]. The first approach explores the type of DC
most directly targeted by natural selection (SCDC) since sex-
chromosome-to-autosome compensation improves individual
fitness [10], whereas the second approach concentrates in an
aspect of DC that evolves indirectly, namely male-to-female
compensation [8]. The third approach tackles whether
SCDC restores transcription of the hemizygous Z/X to the
ancestral (presumably balanced) level present before sex
chromosomes evolved and genes in the W/Y were lost [6].
This comparative approach between species is considered
the most powerful, particularly if closely related taxa are con-
trasted (as done often in invertebrates [43,76,77]), but is
precluded in some vertebrates that lack labile sex determi-
nation. Thus comparisons commonly include distant
vertebrates (e.g. contrasting eutherian mammals, marsupials,
and birds [43,44], or lizards and birds, mammals and frogs
[45]), except for a study among closely related fishes [78].

Here, we used turtles that vary in their sex-determining
mechanism, and adopted a comprehensive combined
approach, contrasting the M : F expression ratio between
sex-linked genes in Apalone (focal taxa) and their autosomal
orthologues in Chrysemys (a TSD proxy for ancestral
expression) [7,43], and for autosomal control genes in both
taxa. Importantly, we also examined Z-linked and autosomal
sex-specific expression separately within species, and M : F
ratios to illuminate potential mechanisms and evolution
underlying the observed SCDC and MFEB.
Our sex-specific Z-to-autosome comparisons revealed that
the average Z-linked expression in Apalone matches a Type
IV pattern of SCDC [7] in embryos (all tissues and stages)
and in some hatchling tissues (gonad and liver) (figures 2a
and 3a), whereas M : F contrasts between Z and autosome
suggest a potential full Type I SCDC [7] in adult liver
(figure 3b) (though weakly supported given the small
number of adult samples examined). Contrasting male-to-
female expression ratios against the expectation of M : F = 1
under full DC, or of M : F = 2 under no DC, exposed incom-
plete MFEB at some embryonic stages and an accentuation
of DC in developing gonads from embryos incubated at
colder conditions (figure 2c). Sex-specific expression patterns
within Apalone offer a glimpse into the mechanism behind
these observations. Indeed, the embryonic SCDC found
here appears because of the upregulation of the Z in both
sexes in earlier development (which brings female Z to
parity with autosomes but causes higher Z than autosomal
activity in males along with M : F imbalance, akin to step 1
of SCDC in C. elegans (figure 1d )), and the secondary partial
Z-downregulation in gonads of later-stage developing males,
which only reaches parity (Z≈A) at stage 22 under 26°C
(somewhat resembling step 2 of SCDC in C. elegans). Because
the sex-biased expression is typical in gonads, SCDC in this
tissue is uncommon [7,55], rendering our observations the
more remarkable. Results were robust to excluding genes
with sex-biased expression of M : F > 2.5 (electronic supple-
mentary material, figure S3). The earlier Z > A expression
in males should be counter selected unless it serves a func-
tion, is not detrimental, or if balanced expression is
precluded. Male Z-expression at later stages demonstrate
that Apalone is capable of Z-downregulation (at least partially),
but further research is needed to dissect whether Z >A
expression at stages 9–15 is adaptive or neutral at those stages
and tissues. The identical expression between the sexes for con-
trol autosomal genes indicate that Chrysemys is perhaps a good
proxy for ancestral expression, assuming it remained fairly con-
served overall since their divergence approximately 160 Ma
[37], similar to observations between eutherian mammals,
non-therians and avian outgroups [44,79].

Notably, contrasting expression patterns of Z-linked and
autosomal genes within each sex and between species,
informs on the evolutionary trajectory of Apalone SCDC.
Namely, orthologues of Z-linked genes in the TSD outgroup
exhibit higher expression than orthologues of autosomal
genes in embryonic and hatchling male and female Chrysemys
(t-test p-values < 0.0004; figures 2d and 3a). If this proves
representative of the ancestral pattern, it would imply that
male Apalone retained this Z-upregulation in early embryos
and post-hatching, whereas embryonic female Z-expression
(and that of gonad and liver in female hatchlings) dropped
to autosomal levels with the loss of Z-genes from the W
during evolution. By contrast, later embryos (and perhaps
adult gonads) display male Z-downregulation. Thus, Apa-
lone’s SCDC at later embryonic stages appears to involve a
shift in sex-specific Z regulation from the presumed ancestral
expression, which is also supported by the RDC analysis [43]
(figure 2b). Combined, our observations support the hypoth-
esis that some of the expression patterns underlying SCDC
evolved with/after sex chromosome evolution in Apalone’s
family, Trionychidae and highlight the importance of multifa-
ceted approaches to study DC. Consistently, unpublished
data from the blood of two males and two females of
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unknown age (presumably juveniles) of the congener soft-
shell turtle Apalone ferox, revealed lack of MFEB (M : F∼ 2)
[80] as we observed in hatchling blood from A. spinifera.
But whether conservation of SCDC and MFEB patterns
extends beyond that tissue and life stage across all Apalone’s
congeners or Trionychids warrants further research.
lishing.org/journal/rstb
Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B
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(b) Contrasting dosage compensation between Apalone’s
and Anolis’ homologous sex chromosomes

Our findings differ from Anolis carolinensis lizards, whose
SCDC is complete in all tissues examined in embryos and
adults [45,81], is global, and driven by a chromosome-wide
epigenetic upregulation of the X in males [45]. By contrast,
SCDC in Apalone developing embryos involves the up-
regulation of the Z in both sexes at earlier stages, and
the incomplete gene-by-gene downregulation of the male Z
chromosome(s) in later-stage developing gonad (figures 2a
and 4). These differences are notable because Apalone’s ZZ/
ZW and Anolis’s XX/XY systems are homologous, having
evolved by the co-option of the same ancestral autosome
which corresponds to chicken chromosome 15 and part of
Xenopus chromosome 1 [39]. The drivers of this disparity in
evolutionary trajectories between lineages remain a mystery.
Anolis sex chromosomes are approximately 160 Myr old [45],
similar to Trionychidae’s ZW [18], such that differences in
age do not explain their disparate SCDC. Curiously, the
mammalian X and avian Z sex chromosomes are similarly
old and also show discordant SCDC [25].
(c) Is there a fundamental difference in dosage
compensation in ZZ/ZW versus XX/XY?

Perhaps the difference in heterogamety (XX/XY versus ZZ/
ZW) is fundamental [2,32,82], or perhaps the contrasting
biology of lizards and turtles underlies their distinct SCDC.
However, the presence of local and partial MFEB/SCDC in
pygmy snakes Sistrurus miliarius [55], similar to our findings
in Apalone, support a more profound split between ZZ/ZW
and XX/XY systems in reptiles than previously known.
Alternative explanations for Apalone’s partial SCDC remain
untested, including (i) sexual antagonism, (ii) male-biased
mutations, or (iii) the megalecithal egg hypothesis [83].
Importantly, if ZW sex determination involves a dosage-
dependent Z-linked male-determining gene, natural selection
should suppress Z-SCDC at least around the sex-determining
region, as occurs for Dmrt1 in birds, which is Z-linked and
has a dosage-dependent function [84]. While Apalone’s sex-
determining gene remains unknown, and Dmrt1 is autosomal
in softshell turtles [40], the late onset of the secondary SCDC
in the differentiating gonads may reflect the existence of a Z-
linked gene whose compensation is avoided at early stages
when dose differences might exert a male sex-determining
function. Yet, the earlier M : F expression imbalance caused
by the upregulation of Z in both sexes speak to the potential
importance of equalizing female Z-to-autosome expression,
while maintaining any conceivable Z-dose effects for early
acting sex-determining genes in place. However, these
hypotheses require testing. This Z-upregulation (M > F)
remains active post-hatching in most tissues (except in
adult liver), when uncompensated Z-dosage expression was
also visible compared to autosomal expression (except in
adult gonad; figure 3b) and to presumptive ancestral
expression seen in Chrysemys (figure 3d ).

(d) Thermosensitive dosage compensation
Our opportunistic use of incubation temperature allowed dis-
covering the environmental sensitivity of Apalone’s SCDC,
which to our knowledge is the first report of thermal effects
on SCDC in any animal (and perhaps eukaryotes). More
cases of environmental SCDC may await discovery. Indeed,
X-inactivation in stem cells (a fundamental component of
mammalian SCDC), depends on culture conditions (reviewed
in [85]). Further, dauer development in C. elegans nematodes in
response to environmental conditions is regulated by DC via
the repression of X-linked inducers of reproductive develop-
ment [86,87], but whether the SCDC machinery itself is
plastic remains untested [86]. Additionally, DNA methylation
responds to salinity and potentially underpins the XY and DC
evolution in threespine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
[88], but the extent towhich SCDC is environmentally sensitive
remains unknown.

The finding of environmental SCDC in Apalone implies
that its gonadal development has not only retained relic ther-
mal sensitivity in some (but not all) of the elements of its
sexual differentiation network since the evolution of GSD in
this lineage [47–49,89], but that some of that thermal sensi-
tivity in gonadal development affects the process of SCDC
as well. How unique is environmental SCDC in general, or
thermosensitive SCDC in particular, among eukaryotes is
yet to be determined. The proximate molecular mechanism
and ultimate causes of thermosensitive SCDC are also open
questions. Indeed, further research is warranted to test
whether thermosensitive SCDC is adaptive or the product
of developmental systems drift [90], which has a substantial
effect on the evolution of sexual development (reviewed in
[91]), and is probably reflected in the retention and diver-
gence of thermosensitive expression underlying gonadal
development in the Apalone genus [47,48,89,92], and in the
transcriptional evolution observed across vertebrates [49,93].
5. Conclusion
The evolution of SCDC remains unresolved because the most
informative lineages with multiple independently evolved
sex chromosome systems, such as turtles, are unstudied.
Here, we discovered SCDC for the first time in turtles, in
the ZZ/ZWA. spinifera softshell turtle, which also represents
the first record of thermosensitive SCDC. We also found
that Apalone’s DC during embryogenesis is tissue- and age-
dependent, gene-by-gene, progressing from full Type IV to
secondarily partial Type I in embryos, and Type IV in some
tissues post-hatching. The observed SCDC reflects sex-
specific expression patterns that arose with/after the
evolution of female heterogamety in Trionychid turtles, yet
some components of SCDC were probably co-opted from
ancestral expression patterns. Our results underscore the
power of combined approaches as those used here, where
transcriptional patterns of Z-linked and autosomal genes
are examined within focal taxa, and compared to the
expression of orthologues in outgroups. Indeed, this design
provided a more comprehensive view of the potential mech-
anics and evolution of SCDC, which would be obscured
otherwise by using a single approach. Notably also, because
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Apalone’s ZW and Anolis’ lizards XY chromosomes evolved
from the same autosome pair, our findings support the
notion that XX/XY and ZZ/ZW systems may differ in how
to deal with dosage imbalance in more ways than previously
anticipated. It should be noted that the variation of SCDC by
tissue, age and analytical approach detected here should
serve as caution when examining expression patterns
within and between species or studies to avoid erroneous
inferences. We hope that our findings stimulate new research
on the prevalence of SCDC in other turtles with contrasting
sex chromosomes and of environmental SCDC in eukaryotes.
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